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BUDGET PRESENTED BY WILLARD
College 1976 - 1977 Budget Termed 'Adequate'
Dr.
Charles
B. Willard,
President of Rhode Island College
and Dr. Ridgeway F. Shinn, Jr.,
Vice President for Academic
Affairs, presented an "adequate"
college budget to faculty, staff, and
interested students.
The 1976-77 budget is not increased greatly over this year's
budget, said Dr. Willard Tuesday,
November
25,
in
Gaige
Auditorium, and there will be no
.,alary increases not guaranteed by
step increases negotiated earlier.
There are slight increases of funds
for college operations and capital
improvements.
Dr. Willard explained the involved budgetary process in an
effort to present a total picture of ,
obstacles encountered. The budget ;

originates within the departments
in the college, and then goe~
through administrative channels
where the President and VicePresident for Academic Affairs
with the Business Administration
compile these into a total college
budget.
A sub-board of the Regents
reviews this and the State
Department of Education, has
hear:ngs while negotiating cuts.
The office of the Commissioner of
Education includes the budget of
Rhode Island College with the
budgets of the other statesupported educational facilities to
make a total state education
budget.
These figures are presented to
the state department where the

state budgets are prepared, and
ther: are given to Governor Noel
who will review the entire state
budget for presentation to the
House and Senate in the spring.
The Rhode Island College budget
is currently in the office of John
Murray, a budget officer for the
Division o; Budget in the State
House. Not until mid-February will
the state budget be given to Noel
and in late May or early April it
will come before the House and
Senate for vote.
Cuts are made at various points
along the line. The college makes
cuts in departmental budgets and
the Regents will make cuts in the
total college budget. Each time
cuts are made, hearings are held
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and defense is given by the individuals concerned.
There will be no faculty increases and no new positions, said
Dr. Willard. Step increases
guaranteed
by
RIC-AFT
negotiations with the Board of
Regents will be provided.
Once the money is appropriated
by the State House in the spring,
the funds are sent back to the
Board of Regents for individual
appropriations. This was the basis
of agitation between the Board of
Regents and the RIC-AFT late last
summer while they awaited a legal
decision. The RIC-AFT claimed
negotiation rights with the Regents
for funds frozen by Governor Noel.

All editorial decisions for the Anchor are made entirely by its
student editorial board. No form of censorship will be imposed.
However, material found unacceptable or unsuitable in their
opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including.
Letters to the Editor, must include the name and address of the
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of the Anchor editorial board.
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The decision favored the labor
union.
One new job is being created,
however. Donald Hardy's office of
Student Affairs has decided that a
Dean of Students is needed. The
funds from three currently vacant
jobs will be used to provide the
salary for this new dean. These
jobs are the Student Life Officer,
vacated a year ago by Margaret
MacDonald, and three graduate
assistantships within student affairs, said Mr. Hardy, the VicePresident for Student Affairs.
With this limited budget, there
may be complaints from the
faculty labor organization when
next year's negotiations step up.
Already Rhode Island College is
relying upon some funds from next
year's budget to supplement the
current fiscal year. If this general
increased need but lack of funds
continues, it may necessitate an
increase in tuition.
Over sixty-three per cent of
R.I.C. 's budget is met by state
appropriations
raised through
taxes. If the state in its fiscal
problems cannot increase monies
for education to meet the needs of
the college budget, the money must
come from somewhere.
Dr. Willard does not feel that an
increase in tuition would be good
for Rhode Island College and is
therefore not in favor of this:
Noting that the majority of
students choose this school for ,its
low cost and availability, an -"crease in tuition may lead to a
decrease in students yi.ereby
defeating the intention.
-J.A. Horton

...

Carter Visits
•
Rhode Island Ill
a Political Benefit
Former Georgia Governor and grows peanuts in Georgia:."
In a press conference held afDemocratic Presidential
Candidate Jimmy Carter visited terwards, Jimmy Carter menRhode Island in a political benefit tioned that he "was proud to be
at tt:ie Civic Center that was sup- back in Rhode Island" and he
plemented by a concert featuring answered questions from the
audience.
the Allman Brothers.
When asked about future supCarter has been a relatively
quiet candidate since he an- plies of energy, Carter favored
nounced his candidacy 11 months solar energy as it would have the
ago. The majority of the nation did longest existence. On New York
not know who he was and in a poll City, he was not in favor of giving
recently taken Carter was listed direct aid to New York City, but in
with the "others" behind such aiding "the fiscal integrity of the
people as Wallace, Humphrey, and state." (His remarks were made
Kennedy. However, as the election one day before Ford's proposal for
year and Democratic convention aid to New York.)
He doesn't feel that the defense
have been getting closer, Carter
has gone "full steam ahead" and budget should be sharply cut but he
advocated the expansion in the
increased his public appearances
and benefits including the visit to production of atomic submarines.
Rhode Island.
Nor does he feel that the CIA
In an opening address made in should be abolished.
the Royal Roost, the top floor of the
Finally he was in favor of
Civic Center, Carter said he would publicly integrated schools and he
enter all the primaries.
He would not take a stand on busing
predicted he would beat George just for Wallace's sake.
Wallace in the Florida primary on
Carter also said his association
March 9, and in closing remarks he with the Allman Brothers has been
predicted that the next president
a long-standing one and that if
would be "a nuclear phy~idst who anyone didn't like that kind of

Presidential candidate Jimmy Carter gives his toothy grin at the Allman Bros. Concert in the Civic Center•
Photo by Robert Brennan

music they can "vote for someone
else."
The atmosphere of the benefit
was jubilant, as was Carter. He expressed his pleasure of the large
turnout and of the political contingent that was there.
Carter was introduced by John
Cummings, chairman of the Rhode

Island Jimmy Carter for President
Committee. Among the peopJe
there were State Democratic
Chairman Charles Reilly and
Congressman Fernand St. Germain.
A big surprise was the concert
audiepce's reaction to Carter.

When he was introduced by
Geraldo Rivera, Carter was loudly
applauded and warmly greeted.
If Carter is as successful across
the nation as he was Of\ his second
visit to Rhode Island, we might see
a peanut farmer as the 39th
President.
John Toste

,..

Want to write for the Anchor?

We could use you

See the Editor.
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In the Modern Language Dept.
S.A.C. Dept. Consultation is
a Vague, Empty, Formality
To Whom It May Concern:
As chairman of the SAC for
Modern Languages, I would like to
correct some misinformation
which appeared in an anonymous
letter published in the November
25 issue of the Anchor.
The SAC was not asked for its
recommendation on whom we
would prefer as chairman. We
were consulted, as a formality, in
Jrder to conform with the RIC-AFT
•1greement. According to our bya ws, the SAC is to meet with the
•JACand the department chairman
once a month. The meeting during
which the consultation took place
had been cancelled and then
rescheduled. The SAC was not
;nformed that they would be
consulted about the department
ehairmanship during this meeting.

Also the students were not informed that the real issue of the
consultation was whether or not we
as
agre·ed with the criteria,
established by the department, for
selecting a chairman. The whole
thing was somewhat vague so we
asked questions in order to try and
determine what we were being
asked to do. Since we received no
reply, the SAC
satisfactory
declined to comment on the
grounds that at that time it would
not be in our best interests to do so.
It was only after the issue had been
brought up in the Anchor that I was
told that the criteria had been the
issue and not the selection of a
department chairman.
To be honest, the SAC was not
even officially informed until that
SAC-DACmeeting that the faculty

was in the process of selecting a
department chairman. Although
the SAC normally attends the
faculty meetings, we were told not
to attend the special faculty
meeting on October 21 because it
dealt with personnel matters. On
the day of the election the SAC had
to wait until the selection was
made before we were admitted to
the meeting.
I hope that this letter clears up
any misconception regarding the
role of the SAC. We did what we felt
was the best considering the information available to us and the
circumstances.
Sincerely,
Moira Cameron
Chairman SAC,Department
of Modern Languages

NO IFS
The action of the Race and
Racism seminar has gotten some
people uptight. Since people, such
as the editor and Mr. Goldenberg,
don't feel that the charge has
validity because it is based on 'ifs'
(or 'lack of facts'), this short letter

Race and Racislll Instructor Replies
to Anchor Editorialneed to argue the point that the
To the Editor:
the United States is a racist society,
Having· read carefully
editorial and the brief story and early on in the course we
dealing with the action of my decided to analyze our own society
General Studies Seminar on Race and analyze examples of racism
and Racism, I believe that several found within it. The "Gobie
points require elaboration beyond Citation" emerged as one way of
the information which appeared in raising the level of awareness of
the November 25 issue of the the students in the class as to the
racism that permeates our society.
Anchor.
The seminar on Race and From the beginning the students
Racism has been dealing with the agreed that they would not
subject of racism in its historical necessarily limit their nominations
and contemporary perspectives. for the "Gobie" to national figures,
We have been investigating the but that examples of racism close
"theories" of such historical racist to home might also be examined
thinkers such as De Gobineau and and cited. The pedagogical intent
Chamberlain in the 19th century and purpose of the "Gobie
and Jensen and Shockley in the Citation" has been to elevate to the
.20th century, .as well as modern consciousness of students examexamples of racist societies like ples of racism in our society and to
Nazi Germany, South Africa and let tr • individuals cited be made
the.United States. I do not think we aware that an accusation of racism

·tlASDE
c:.A.MIGOS:
Add these words to your basic vocabulary
now, whether or not'you're planning a trip
to Mexico soon.

SPANISH
chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla

has been raised, discussed and
voted upon by a concerned group of
students.
The ci~ation in question, that was
made to the RIC Housing Department, was a nomination made by
the President of Harambee at RIC.
was
nomination
The
discussed and
democratically
voted upon with half of the class
agreeing that the RIC Housing
Department should be cited; the
other half voted to cite the Bureau
of Indian Affairs for its treatment
of Native Americans over a land
Black and white
question.
students, both dorm and non-dorm
students, voted to cite the RIC
Housing Department for this incident which they judged to be
racist.
It is important to brtng out, and
the Anchor failed to do this, that an
incident was being cited, not
necessarily two particular indi.viduals. During the class
discussion of the incident names
were not mentioned nor were
personalities discussed. The letter
was addressed to Mr. Goldenburg
and Ms. Gallagher-Babcock
because they are the people in
positions of responsibility with
regard to the handling of the incident, as Director of Willard
Dorm and Director of Housing
respectively.
Since my own judgement as instructor in the class has been
questioned, let me say that I have
never adopted a patronizing attitude toward my students. They
are adults capable of making

accurate perceptions and mature
judgements. My posture toward
the Gobie Citations, in which I do
not take a part either as nominator
or voter, has never been one of
censure of the decisions which the
students reach. I respect my
students and have faith in their
character, and none of the Gobie
Citations, in my opinion, have been
made in a cavalier or frivolous
way. It appears that a fellow
student editorialist does not share
this same faith in his student
colleagues.
Finally, it is extremely interesting to me that the action of a
class of students trying actively to
combat racism in the institution
which they know best, Rhode
Island College, are the subject of a
non-supportive editorial in their
newspaper when other issues are
ignored. For example, the student
organization to support the Farmworkers and the boycott of scab
lettuce which is being purchased
and served to the students in the
cafeteria, has been the subject of
several articles written by the
Farmworkers Support Committee
at RIC, but never the subject of an
editorial. Racism is a fundamental
part of this society and the sooner
we make a conscious effort to deal
with it, the better off we all, black,
minority and white, shall be.
Yours sincerely in th~ battle
against racism,
Dr. Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban
Instructor in the Race and
Racism Seminar

Anchor Replies

ENGLISH
childish old man
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
lard
bedroom slipper
I

Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe
an informed consumer is an
informed cpnsumer.

JOSE CUERVO*TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
lfi:!PORTj:D AND BOTTLED BY <0197S. HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

Reply:
is
of this matter
Clarification
However,
appreciated.
greatly
on the ANsome clarification
CHOR 's part is due.
the
First, and most importantly;
ANCHOR is not required in any
way to adjust editorial opinion so
that it conforms to a decision made
by a General Studies class. The
is a
itself
comment
Editorial
of opinion, not a censtatement
sure.
the
recognizes
The ANCHOR
intelligent intent of the citation but
out the
must insist on printing
The
vagueness of the decision.
class based the award on the fact
that drastic action should be taken
cited in the
by the administration
letters, i.e. these students should
be thrown out of the dorm. This is
not a stated policy of the housing
office. The award was given for
something that was not done.

Another

point of clarification

is

concerning

that
the statement
other issues are ignored by the
and the Farmworker
ANCHOR
articles were cited as an example.
Let it be known that two of the
three articles written on the Farmby the
were written
workers
and
Editor
ANCHOR . Assistant
photos have appeared in several
ANCHOR issues concerning recent
U.F. W. picketing of Star Market.
issue
Also, please see ANCHOR
October 23, page two
Tuesday,
Uses Scab Let"Donovan
story:
space on
tuce." Also advertising
the back cover of two issues was
donated to the U.F. W.
The ANCHOR is a student
for the college comis
input
student
All
munity.
welcomed and urged. Letters to the
( stated
must be signed
Editor
Names may be withheld
policy).
upon request.
Note:

newspaper

shall be based on a 'when' only.
For those who do not know,
pretend not to know, think that
they don't know, and say that they
don't know what "acting property"
means, we can tell them like itis. It
is applying the 'rules'; and taking
drastic measures when minority
people break the 'rules'. This is the
experience of the minorities. Do we
need a book to get the message
across?
Do those people who speak of
their rights as human beings 'and
of principles of the democratic
process' always express themselves this way?
"According to Ms. GallagherBabcock .. .living in a manner that
is not conducive to dormitorycommunal living may also be
grounds for dismissal..." (Anchor,
November 25, page 3). Is this true?
Well, almost every dorm student
knows that every semester, there
is at least one small group of
students in each dorm who damage
dorm property. There has not be a
group of minority students, and no
participant has been thrown out of
the dorms. Why isn't the rule
followed?
To the minority students, the fact
that they have not been involved in
of dorm
group destruction
property, is the reason why the
dismissal affair has not come up
•
yet.
It is widely known that there all
types of 'pushers' and~cir 'dealers'
in and around the dorms. Why have
only minority ones been arrested?
Don't bother telling us. We know.
Minority people are just more
visible, and are the only ones doing
it!

The fact that human beings are
not treated equally is self-evident.
Anyone having any doubts, should
look beyond the palm of their
hands.
We must make these charges
because we have seen that the
'rules' have not been applied, not
only once but twice, thrice, and ·so
on down the line. Another reason,
is that we have been subjected to so
much injustice . and unequal
treatment, that when we see things
like those that have happened in
the dorms we cannot keep quiet.
Let that be understood.
Let's stop beating around the
bush. Let's be frank and realize
that there is a racial problem so
that it can be dealt with as soon as
possible. Clear enough?
Marjorie Brown
Linda Rose
Jose Acevedo
Wendy Robertson
Brenda Harris
Karen Gray
Dorinda Montague
David J. Araµjo
Everett Gomes
Robert Mccutcheon
Manne! Rivera
Michelle Eaton
Billy Taylor
Wayne Maddox
Lynne Pack
Cecilia Mendez
Melinda Carter
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The Allman Brothers-Jimmy

Carter Benefit

The 1976presidential bandwagon tween the two crowds:- Some way through the crowd toward an
moved into full gear shortly after . starched collars to my left were .·entrance ramp, down the stair~
the resignation of Richard· Nixon in quick to comment on the "shabby"
and bounced over the railing just to
.the summer of 1974. It swung appearance of the crowd music. the right of the stage. The band
through Rhode Island again last fans.
that was playing was GRINDER
week when a contender for the
The Allman Brothers were not in SWITCH. They were cooking up a
Democratic nomination made a attendance when Jimmy Carter storm. These guys hail from the
campaign stop here in Providence. • arrived,on schedule and worked his same neighborhood as the Allmans •
The occasion was a concert given way about the room shaking hands and play their particular brand of
for his benefit at the Civic Center and smiling. After a short speech rock n' blues with much the same
by the most popular rock band in which could best be described as _ enthusiasm. Unfortunately I only
the United· States.
optimistic he and the press moved caught the last ten minutes of their
A $25-a-ticket reception was held . into the next room for a con-• set. What I heard I couldn't befor the former governor in the ference. When asked about his lieve. The lead guitarist is a husky
restaurant that is located in the • relationship
with the Allman· lad who worked a mean axe while
upper tiers of the building anc Brothers he said that they had met belting out some inspired vocals.
overlooks the main floor. I steppeci last year at a party, that he was a The rest of the band provided some
from the elevator which had long-time fan of theirs and listens solid on-time rhythm. What these
carried me from the lobby and waf to thrir albums. I asked if he was guys lack in originality they make
greeted by a cackle of Georgia elected would he support the up for in raw energy.
belles. Their political persuasion disbanding
of the Central
Intelligence Agency. He of course
was proclaimed
by four-ind
After a long intermission TV
t~arter for President buttons. 1 said no and went on to explain why personality Geraldo Rivera in·,\alked toward the entrance,
he thought it is a necessary' troduced Jimmy Carter who in •
..resented the identification to an organization. Maybe he'll change turn introduced
the Allman
·'ager campaign worker and under his mind when the American Brothers. As the band took the
. he penetrating glare of tight- people learn that John Kennedy stage they were greeted by a roar
lipped feds I entered the room. In was assassinated
by people
from the <:rowd. Recent divorcee
chis era of the assassin all . working for a CIA operative on a . Greg Allman koked r,retty loaded
presidential hopefuls command
contract (free-lance) basis. But as he led into '· Midnight Rider".
tight security. It was 7:00 p.m., unfortunately that won't be until• He frequently exchanged glances •
fifteen
minutes
before
the after the election. Carter is a with Richard Betts who was
scheduled arrival time of the traditional
liberal
in
the decked out in a very expensive •
candidate and the room was filled Democratic mode. He's a no~ very suit. The band sounded good as
with activity. Television and radio exciting long shot who should they blasted through a set that
people were busy setting up return to Atlanta and get some matched a number of cuts off their
lighting and sound equipment, sleep.
latest album, WIN, LOSE or
while the members of the press and
After the news conference most DRAW with an equal number of
local politicos hung over the of the crowd drifted back toward older tunes.
Included
were
"open" bar inhaling drinks. I the bar, which much to my dismay polished versions of "Rambling
copped some wine and sat next to was no longer offering free Man", "Stormy Monday" and
the plexiglas
window which · beverages. On that note I decided "Sweet Melissa". Despite the fact
provided a good view of the stage to head for where the action was. I that the music was way too loud the
below and the anxious early went down the stairs and along the· brothers sounded ace. They should
arrivals who were filling the hall. wide, curving corridors
that stick to music and Jimmy Carter
There was a striking contrast be- surround the center. I picked my • should stick to peanut farming.

by Steven Carney

Letters.
to the·
Editor
cont'd
Dear Sirs,
On November 16 I attendtd a
showing of ''The Twelve Chairs'' at
Rhode Island College. After fifteen
minutes I had to leave the theatre.
It was rather annoying to hear the
punch line five seconds after the
actor mouthed the words. It ruined
the timing.
That was not the first time I paid
fifty cents to be subjected to
something which would be m
thinkable in a public theatre. Just
because I pay only fifty cents
doesn't mean I have to sit through
, technically shoddy presentation.
\t least I don't have to and like it. I
am disappointed in R.I.C.'s Audio
Visual department.
Yours, truly,
Donna Fico

PRISM SEASON OPENS

Dear "Anchor" Staff I am a Senior and have attended
R.I.C. since September, 1972. I·
Prism, RIC's student-produced
commute daily from a town about
15 miles away. The writers on the arts organization, will present
Anchor staff would probably label "The Effect of Gamma Rays on .
Marigolds"
me one of those "apathetic com- Man-in-the-Moon
muters". I do not get involved with . December 11-14. Performances of
on-campus activities. My time is this Pulitzer Prize-winning play by
ocr pied in a large part by working Paul Zindel will be in the Little
and studying. But I am not devoid Theatre in Roberts Hall.
This is Prism's first offering of•
of outside activities. It just so
happens that this is not where I its '75-'76 season. Directed by
' spend my "free time". I don't have Pamela Messore, the play deals
a big "gang" of friends here and with Beatrice Hunsdorfer's (Diane
don't drive in except for classes. If Warren) futile struggle to make
I lived in the dorm things would be something of her life. Her two
different and I would probably be daughters, shy Tillie (Kathleen
involved in the activities. These.
are the people who ought to be
carrying the weight of campus
activities - both the planning and
-attending. I am not excusing my
apathy towards school functions,
but I also will not feel guilty.
Maybe I simply have a better ..
"excuse" for non-involvement.
An Apathetic Commuter.
P.S. "Question of the Week
column is very good.

OPENING

DEC. JS

Mahony) and outgoing Ruth
(Janette Gregorian) attempt to
understand Beatrice's complex
moods. Beatrice's plight is intensified by the care she must give
Nanny, an elderly boarder (Marcia
Zammarelli).
The plot of the play leads up to
the night of the school science fair,
where Tillie is one of the finalists.
Here the audience meets Janice
Vickery (Mary Paolino), Tillie's
leading competitor for the first
prize. The intense emotions which

arise from the entire family at this
point make the production well'
worth attending.
Set designer is Richard Bennett.
Lighting design is by Linda
McNeilly and costumes are by
David Cabral.
Reservations are advised as
seating is limited. They can be·
made by calling the Roberts Box
Office at ext. 224. Admission is
. $1.25with a RIC ID, $2 for facultystaff, and $3 general admission ..
Curtain time for the show is 8: 15
p.m.

u
A deliciousSirloinSteak
plus
goldenbrownFrenchFries
plus
1 frostypitcher· of beer
plus
all the saladyou wantto make.

IN SM1THFIELD!
APPLE VALLEY MALL
ROUTE 44, PUTNAM PIKE
Smithfield,RhodeIsland

Steak, 1 pitcher of beerandmore.Now only$3.95.
SundaythroughThursday,withthis ad

BRING THE r:iost BRING THE WHOLE
HUNGRYFAMILY1 AND EATYOUR
FAVORITEFOODS AT SENSIBLE PRICES
FAST ANDCOURTEOUS SERVICE
ALLAT THE NEW McDONALD'S ,

EMERSON
SITO

IV\_

Cocktails,wineand beer available.

fMc!c,ni;~
We do it all for you' "

East Providence-1940
/

Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and 1-A)-434-6660
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Gordon Hall, Volatile Extremist
Expert to Speak at R.I.C.

The A.C.I. Situation

by Greg Markley
~~reets, the parolee will quite
In recent weeks, the turmoil at •probably break a law or even
the Adult Correctional Institutions murder someone to attain money
Gordon D. Hall, nationally
collected an enormous file of. stations to provide some inabout that day's
!las been so severe that a modified or drugs.
known expert and lecturer on publications and writing of ex- formation
lockup has been utilized. The inThere are no guarantee<i that . political extremism in the United . tremists, dating back to the 1940s, assassin.
Gordon Hall was the last of nine
cidents of violence ( directed
training prisoners in useful oc- States, will speak at RIC on when he became interested in the
towards both inmates and guards) •cupations will preclude violence Wednesday, December 10,in Gaige subject. He has been so diligent in · children born into a poor family in
have prompted many government either inside or outside a detain- Auditorium at 1 p.m. The history this that even the FBI has come New York. His father died when
figures and their constituents to ••ment center, but all indications·· and political science departments •asking for things they lacked. For • Gordon was one year old, so he left·- ,
advocate stricter punishment
have shown that some lawbreakers are jointly sponsoring this lecture example, when the head of the school for work at age 15.-He en°
procedures for the criminals.
may indeed be deterred from • on the topic "Where Have All the American Nazi Party, George • tered the Army during World War
One of the proposed solutions to . committing crimes again if they . Radicals Gone?" Mr. Hall is Lincoln Rockwell, was shot and II. While stationed in the Aleutian
the problem of prisoner rebellion are trained in an occupation and known to many in Rhode Island killed by one of his former • Islands, he encountered Comhas been called the "Super Max." rehabilitated
in psychological ---from lectures given at RIC and . "troopers," Hall was the only . munists. He sought - their aid in
integrating the athletic teams at
This so-called remedy is for the ways.
other colleges and through his person who had a complete
habitual and incorrigible convicts -- As I have outlined above, the -articles on extremism which have · ·collection of the little hate ·the base; but they told him that itto be confined to a facility with the reasons that a perpetrator did appeared in the Providence
magazine called Kill which the was better to keep the blacks
segregated, that it dramatized the
- murderer had produced af\er
ultimate in security.
something illegal should be Journal.
Though the idea of a "Super discussed with him in detail so that
While Mr. Hall never attended breaking away from the Nazis. position of the blacks, making it
Max" has been lauded by many· he will refrain from ma.king the - college himself, he appears often •And, on the other side of the easier to carry on agitation and
politicians and citizens, it is seen same mistake twice. He or she . before college and university
political spectrum,
Hall had . propaganda for the Revolution.
as a "return to the 14th Century" should be taught to obey laws and audiences. This self-educated
collected information on Lee After the war he went to work for
Aircraft
as
& ..
by some people, such as former should engage in psychology
specialist on polical extremism is .. Harvey Oswald, the assassin of Grumman
Governor and prospective Senate sessions to find out his failures so recognized by scholars and President Kennedy, before the paymaster. He told an executive
candidate John Chaffee. The ad- that he will act civilized and in a · political analysts to be nearly the assassination. So, on that awful •about his experience with the
vocates of leniency on felons and legally correct way in the future. best informed person on fringe evening of November 22, 1963,Hall Communists at Adak in. the
the people who question the·
From what this reporter hears movements in the nation. He has was asked by Boston television Aleutians, and the executive
feasibility of such a venture also and reads, the inmates at the
brought
an anti-communist
oppose the concept of a "Super • A.C.I. are not being trained and
pamphlet for Hall to read. It was
Max."
hence rehabilitated
in either
filled with idiotic statements, such
What is needed in this state's
Before taking a stand on the meaningful ways of making a House of Corrections right now is
•as President Roosevelt's being a
proposal, this writer will attempt living nor are they being rehabilitation for the criminals
communist. Hall went to see the
to analyze the stimuli that has adequately reorientated in the who will return to society and rigid
man who wrote the pamphlet and
caused this chaotic situation. As I morals of society. Because of the scrutiny for those who are hostile
"found him to be as ignorant as I
see it, one of the reasons for the lack of the two vital rehabilitative and unable to get along in a
had expected." These experiences
strife is that there are a few, if any, •devices above, there is a great· peaceful manner.
with the far Right and Left led to
rehabilitative measures practiced degree of violence and disruption
Hall's deciding to quit his job and
I oppose the "Super Max"
embark on a career of in- ·-·
at the Institutions in Cranston.
at the Adult Correction Institutions because I feel that a strict stance
There should be no question as to and other prisons all over this towards convicts can be acvestigating
extremism
and
the importance of programs to nation.
• complished by maintaining a
educating others about the threat
. of extremists to parliamentary
train the criminal for meaningful
:modified lockup as we now have.
jobs, for if he cannot secure 2
?'or those criminals who are
democracy. For this work in the
relatively good means of support, - •continually antagonistic toward
years since, Hall has had to endure
he will inevitably return to per- others, they should be segregated
threats to his life, being beat up by
opponents, an attempted kid- -•
petrating crimes. Most of those· from the less dangerous and less
napping of his son, and being
presently
incarcerated
will troublesome inmates. I believe
• physically driven from the lecture
someday be readmitted to society strict discipline should be invoked
platform by student radicals. He is
and whether or not they are ac- on these lawbreakers, yet they
• a "man in the middle," which the
cepted will be critically important should not be confined to "conextremists of Right and Left love to
to us all. Without the proper centration camps" - where
hate .
qualifications to survive on the _liberty is virtually non-existent.

...
Wed. Dec. 9th
8:00 p.m.

Gaige Auditorium
SEE INCREDIBLE FEATS
· OF MARTIAL ARTS

Tickets
onsaleS.U.Bridgenow
andat the door
.•
$2.00with R.I.C.I.D.
$3.00without
A 8.O.G. PRODUCTION

DIRECT FROM MADISON

SQUARE GARDEN

....,. ..._______

_•

,-

................. ·~.....
-- ...
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Black Theatre at·
Rhode Island College?.
Why not? That was my question
and HRS and Company was·
established on Tuesday November
18, 1975at exactly ten minutes past~.
one p.m. in room 305 of the student
union to find out the answer. We
are currently
sponsored
by
Harambee, but will vie for our
independence next semester. We
hope to have Doc Hutchinson as
our advisor.
We are HRS and Company, me
I'm HRS, Henry Richard Spencer
for those who don't know, I am the
founder and the director of the
group. Our first production is set
for December 11, 12, 18 and 19 in
Gaige Auditorium at 8:00 p.m .
. (curtain at 8:30). Admission is
$2.00 with or without R.I.C. ID.
This production is for mature
audiences only.
Be seein ya.
H.R.S.
Picket lines continue to appear at Star Markets in Rhode Island to continue the boycott of lettuce and grapes.
This one was at the North Main Street market on Saturday, November 29.
•
Photo by M. Desrosiers

Bi-Lingual Education

FRANCO-AMERICAN CULTURE

With the number of non-English
speaking students in area schools
increasing tremendously in the
past few years, the problems of
(Puddle-Jumping
in Modern Languages)
cultural and lingual disorientation
have become more readily apOn Tuesday, December 3, in many Americans refuse to accept pushers,
they don't
make parent than ever before.
Craig-Lee 151 Dr. Paul Chasse, their talent as great and deserving demands.
One solution is bi-lingual
from the Modern Language
of acclaim. He stated that "we
Dr. Chass~'s talk was well education. The bi-lingual education
department delivered a speech should do the best we can to know received by everyone attending. program at RIC is designed to
about Franco-American culture tc the famous people of our own The Tri-Lingual Society was very prepare teachers to teach students
the Tri-Lingual Society, interested ethr.ic
groups
and
make
pleased to have him there, and the who have "limited
English
students and professors.
pilgrimages to where they lived". many professors and students who speaking ability." It is a 30-hour
Many talented Franco-Americans
came to listen especially, since the M.A. degree program, with the
Dr. Chasse mentioned famous were raised right here in Rhode audience
was
not
mostly purpose of conveying to teachers
people such as Robert Goulet am. Island, and who knows abo 11t it? dominated by the French. This an "understanding of language
Rudy Vallie who were both borr, Who knows of their culture? The allowed tor a lively exchange of theory and the cultural imhere in New England. He talked Providence
Journal
rarely
ideas and comparisons of French plications in second language
about other Franco-Americans
publishes articles about Woon- culture with others, such as Por- teaching."
also, but their names were not socket, a nearby city. rich in tuguese and Spanish.
Upon completion of the program,
familiar. It seems that these Franco-American tradition. They
Dennis E. Plante teachers should be aware of the
people do have intei_:_~~tional don't even have a reporter who can .
recognition. but unfortunat~ly
speak French. The French are not

cultural differences between a nonnative student's homeland and this
one, and they should be equipped to
teach academic subjects in the
student's language as well as
English.
School systems
in East
Providence, Providence, West
Warwick, Central Falls and
Pawtucket have set up special
programs in bi-lingual education,
"primarily in Portuguese and
Spanish," with some Federal
funding, according to Dr. James
Turley,
bi-lingual
program
director.
Dr. Turley also said that the
program, currently under revision,
"is expanding in numbers of
students as it expands in numbers
of problems to be solved."

Around
lheTown
On Campus
.
Dec. 11 - Prism Production:
"The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-Inthe-Moon Marigolds,"
Roberts Little Theatre, 8: 15 p.m. (Thru Dec.
14).
Dec. 12- Browne Hall Mixer, Student Union, 9 p.m.
Dec.13-Basketball:
RIC vs. Bryant,Walsh,8p.m.
Dec. 14- B.O.G. Film: It Happened One Night", Gaige Hall, 8 p.m.
Dec. 15- RIC Chambers Singers, Roberts Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 16- Chess Club Tournament, Student Union, 7 p.m.
In Town
')ec. 10 - Brown Films: "Stavisky",
7 p.m. and "French Connection,
Part Two", 9:30 p.m. Both at Faunce House.
Dec. 11-Theater:
"Anastasia",
Faunce House (Brown), 8 p.m. (Thru
o"ec. 14).
"Hot 1 Baltimore/'
Robert E. Will Theatre (URI), 8 p.m. (Thru
Dec. 13).
"The Little Foxes," Trinity Square, 8 p.m. (Thru Jan. 4).
Dec. 13 - R. I. Philharmonic
Christmas Concert (Dwight Peltzer),
Veterans Memorial Aud., 8 p.m.
'
The Hanging of the Greens, Round Top Church, 300
Dec. 14 wcvbosset St., 4:45 p.m:
Dec. 15- Boston Pops Concert, Civic Center, 8 p.m.
Dec. 16- Brown Film: "The Quiet Man," List Hall, 7:30 p.m.

RESEARCH
FAFERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

FREE LEGAL ADVICE
to

.ALL R.I.C. STUDENTS
EVERY WEDNESDAY - 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Student Parliament Office - Student Union

3end for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
,j,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

- Room 200

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025

Mr. John H. Hines, Jr.

-------------------------------------7,
I
•.

Name---------------------

I

I

Address--------------------

l

I'

l

City

--~::e_-_---------------=--------IJ

Zip _____

I,

Tel.Ext.518

Attorney
at Law
Appoint~ent
Recommended
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Curtain Going Up
by David Payton
as excellent as it will be. None of because on that day Cabaret '75
A behind the scenes look at • the students are receiving credit or will be performing in· Donovan for
'Marigolds.' "It all began when I money for their work, just the the Christmas Party Dinner.
Personal note: Thank you Larry
was a freshman," said Pamela
satisfaction of working together
Messore, director of the show. In and accomplishing something none Sasso for your patience and un••her English Lit. course she was • of them could do all by themselves. • derstanding. It's not always easy·
. required to read the play, The· . Yes that is what theatre is about to have me working for you.
This week's W.P.A. goes to Molly
Effect of Gamma Rays On Man-In- too; as in most things it is
to have everyone in the Student Center. She's the
The-Moon Marigolds by Paul - necessary
sweet, warm lady who fills our·
Zindel. She fell in love with it and working together.
used it whenever she had the opRehearsing for this production . tummies with goodies and love.
portunity; such as in her acting took 6 weeks; Mon-Thurs. 7-10p.m. She always has a happy smile and
• classes, directing classes and in and Sun. 2-5 p.m. That time was • a kind word and at this time in the
her Oral Interp. class. She always just for the actors. The time that semester boy do we need that.
had the desire to present the play goes into the Tech aspects of this
the way she felt that it should be show one cannot begin to measure.
presented. To this end she ap- Theatre is not easy, it's just that
proached Prism in September and good actors and a good crew
in October was given the green combined with a very talented
· light and a budget of $250. This is · director make it look as if it's easy.
not a very large sum of money
The set is designed by Richard
when one realizes that 50 per cent Bennett, lighting is by Linda
of it goes immediately
for McNeily, stage manager is Jean
Royalties and scripts. Half of Sherrock, Costumes by David
what's left will go for Photos and Cabral and Assistant to the
Publicity and what's left from that Director is Barbara Sharkey.
will be used for miscellaneous.
Oh yes, the actors, or in this
How then can a play be presented case, actresses are Diane Warren,
on such a tight budget?
Marcia Zammarelli,
Janette
Since the show is contemporary Gregorian, Mary Paolino, and
there is no need for extravagant Kathleen Mahony.
costumes or for buying properties.
It should be an excellent
Most of what is needed can be production. It will run December
garnered from the members of the 11 through December 14 in Roberts
cast of their friends. All the means Hall Little Theatre. Performances
of constructing the set are here and begin at 8: 15 p.m.
already available for use at no
Doc Hutchinson will be directing
cost. Time is what is the most . The Devil's Disciple by G.B. Shaw.
costly ingredient and for that we Performance dates are for March
have everyone who is involved • 4-6. More Later.
volunteering whatever time is
December 14 appears to be an
With certain artifacts, I tried to • necessary to make the production early Christmas for this campus

by Dr. T. Steven Tegv

Birth is considered the most
dangerous experience in man's .. represent the various dangers that
life. The child, under tremendous
faced the child. There were prepressure is forced from its dark natal dangers as well as the postprison into a world of light. The natal ones. A child can be
Spanish say: dar a luz, giving light, •destroyed by various means prior
to mean birth. In this critical
to birth. I decided to use a pointed
moment the child may pass safely gun as the symbol of destruction·
or it can be deformed or killed. It and to exagerate the fire-power of
can also mean death for the •the gun, I chose a very pistol which
mother.
resembles a sawed-off shotgun.
Just how this life-death struggle
The search for this phtogenic
could
be
represented
• weapon took me through many
photographically
fascinated me. antique shops. The skull of course,
The idea took shape when I noticed represents the ever present death.
that a gallon demi-john was a The pearls and precious stones
perfect representation
of the :epresent opulent societies which
uterus, with the neck of the bottle can
acquire
sophisticated
representing
the narrow and weapons.
dangerous passageway
through
which the child must pass. Just
Through the religious symbolism
how I was to put the doll in the - I tried to represent motherhood bottle was another puzzle. After the Virgin and child. Religion was
breaking a dozen or more bottles, I also introduced in an attempt to
succeeded in breaking it just right, portray its humanizing influence.
It was taken with a 4 x 5 view
with an entrance sufficiently large
for the model fetus.
camera on a tripod.

RI Dance Repertory

Highlights:

• Taking a New Step
Appearing as the company's
The Providence-based Rhode
-Island Dance Repertory Company , special guests will be Three on
will open its 1975-76 hometown Tap, the state's only professional
tap dancing company. Founded
season at Brown University's
Faunce
House Theatre
on just six months ago by dancerBrian
December 17and 18,1975.The four- -director-choreogra·pher
year-old modern dance company, . Jones, the three-member company
directed by Julie Strandberg, will has met with an enthusiastic
perform both evenings at 8 p.m. response throughout the state ..
Among the works they will perFeatured in both performances · form is a special holiday number
will be the premieres of works by choreographed for the occasion by
company
dancer
Marilyn Mr. Jones - a novel version of
Cristofori and by Dancer-in"Deck the Halls".
Residence for the RI State Council
Tickets for this unique program
on the Arts, Susan Sachs. Also of American dance will go on sale
included will be Kathy Eberstadt's
Monday, November 24 at the
"Broken Glass". Ms. Eberstadt, _. Dance and Movement Workshop,
whO'.;ework was first performed 357
Westminster
Street,
last spring, is the recent recipient Providence. Tickets are priced at
of an Individual Artist Grant in $3.00, $1.50 for students; for
choreography from the RI State -reservations and information, call
Council on the Arts.
83H280.

Julie Strandberg, Kathy Eberstadt, and Susan Sachs, wJio will appear in t.tie Rhode Island Danceocanc,
Repertory's concerts December 17 and 18.
•
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FILM REVIEW

_'ABoy and His Dog'
Hollywood has done it again. him about history ("Name the.
"Truman,
They decided that the short story of presidents."
the same name would be a good Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson,
movie. So they took the main Nixon, Ford, Kennedy, Kennedy,
of the story, added some Kennedy ... "). Life is pictured as a
premise
•
) FOR SALE.
violence and a little bit of sex to day-to-day struggle to stay alive,
•draw the crowd, put in some comic •but the shallowness involved, takes
) WANTED
relief, and released the film ver- away much of the dramatic effect.
) NOTICE
Vic and Blood are in the movies
sion of" A Boy And His Dog". What
is accomplished by this is the (admission pricE!two cans of food),
(
> LOST & FOUND
of an when Blood smells a female. After
. overcommercilization
---------------------------,
( ) PERSONAL
•Vic tracks her down they make
otherwise enjoyable story.
The year is 2024,after the Fourth love hidden underground in an old
World War. Vic and his dog, Blood gymnasium. The girl, Quilla June,
underground
the
in
are roaming around the debris lives
•which is all that is left. Here and civilization which was established
. l.~lephone No.
there people are seen cooking what after the war. She lures Vic down,
little food they can scrounge from where he learns that she was sent
. the caches of canned goods which .up to bring back a male. It seems
are available five to ten feet below that years underground have made
the mud which covers all. Vic and •all the residents of the un. Please Type or Print & Return t_oANCHOR Office
derground quite sterile, and new
Blood have a very special
blood is needed to continue the
possessed
are
they
relationship:
•
Have
NEEDED:
VOLUNTEERS
•
FOR SALE: Ladies gowns, size 14population growth. Vic decides
with the ability to communicate
16.Like new. $10each. Call 351°3531 spare time? Enjoy meeting
early on that he doesn't like the
people? Want to make new friends • telepathically. Since Blood can't
or 831-1672.(1-2)
and help others? MARATHON . smell out food, Vic has to obtain it . way of life with artificial trees,
FOR SALE: 10-speed bicycle: 21" HOUSE needs volunteers to work by whatever means
possible. In artificial people, and artificial
FOR SALE: Box spring. Never mens bronze Araya. Cared for by with a group to develop your own return, Blood hunts out females, a . morals. When he decides to leave,
used. Like new. Fits full size bed.· many loving hands. 1 yr. old. Call ideas and help us develop ours rare commodity, for Vic. Some the plot takes a few interesting
Asking $35. Call 861-2994. (1-2)
421-4158before 5, 831-7987after. • regarding fund raising. HELP us · "historical" background is given twists, and the end sees a boy and
Crystal. (1-2)
TO KEEP OUR PROGRAM as Blood, who sometimes is more his dog together, once more.
FOR SALE: Minibike. Like new,
-Peter J. Davis
brand new Tecumseh motor. Call FOR SALE: Mouton lamb coat. ALIVE! For more information· • intelligent than his master, quizze';
HARRY
call
please
751-1699.(1-2)
Padded shoulders, cuffed sleeves,
length. Coat right out of CHRISTOPHER at 421-5500.(1-2)
• FOR SALE: JVC small portable knee
Great for bundling on cold HYPNOSIS AND SELF HYPforties.
TV and Royal portable electric
Call 941-8233anytime. . NOSIS to improve learning$40.
nights.
typewriter. Both like new, $60 • (1-2)
studying-memory skills: weight
each. Call 274-2566.(1-2)
FOR SALE: OBOE, Linton HP-2, reducing; stop smoking. Also
FOR SALE: 1974 Mazda RX2 student model, recently cleaned tension relief and deep relaxation
Coupe: air cond., four speed, 6,000 and adjusted, excellent condition.
training; concentration in sports
miles, like new. $2,900. Call 723- $195.00.Phone 751-0677.(1-2)
and games; many other uses.
0590. (1-2)
Special: low rates for full-time
students. For full details and anFOR SALE: Bass guitar: Gibson
swers to many questions, call day
Ebol, dark cherry red with hard
. or evening: 461-0300.If I am in
body case. Also Univox stereo P.A.
session when you call, please leave
system, 100 watts RM.S. per
A place to live. Student
channel. Asking reasonable prices. WANTED: move to established name and number on answering
looking to
machine. Ira B. Dember. (2-2)
Call Mark at 647-3752.(1-2)
place. If you are looking for
FOR SALE: Mamiya-Sekor, single someone to share living expenses COLLEGE PSYCHIATRIST is
lens reflex with 528-TLspot meter. with call Debbie at 231-1258.(1-2) . available in the Counseling and .
Special Services Center in Craig
Best offer. Good condition. Contact
Jerry in the Yearbook Office or WANTED: Do you have any used Lee 128. Monday: 1: 00-4: 30,
furniture or a refrigerator you'd Thursday: 8:30-12:00.Call Ext. 312
Call 331-1524after 7. (1-2)
like taken off your hands? We're in or drop by for an appointment. (2FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet Im- desperate need. Anything from 2)
pala. Automatic, power steering bureaus to tables and chairs. Call
Boston City Plaza was the place to be on November 22, the twelfth
for potential
INTERVIEWS
and brakes. $850. Good condition. 353-1605.(2-2)
of the assassination of J.F.K. The Assassination Inanniversary
positions in the Mayor's College • vestigation Bureau was there to stir up more support for the re-opening of.
Call 942-6245anytime. (2-2)
WANTED: 2 rims to fit 1972AMC Internship Program wiil be held
FOR SALE: 1971 Maverick, ex- Hornet. (617) 339-6270. Box 541, • from Monday, Dec. 1 to Fri., Dec. . the past three assassinations of United States government leaders. Anchor Photo by M. Desrosiers
cellent condition, red-black top, Mansfield, Mass. 02048. (2-2)
19. The spring session of this
good on gas, 4 good tires plus
program in Providence Municipal
spare, 2 good snow tires, just
government will run from Feb. 9 to
tuned, runs excellent, must sell,
• April 26. Students interested should
PlATlGNUM ITALIC SEl
best offer takes it. Call 828-8542
call 421-7740 (Ext. 344) for in(days); 942-5436(nights). (2-2)
Thousands of Topics
terviews and applications. (2-2)
afountainJm.flvc
Cont1tms
FOR RENT: Dynamite six room
Send for your up-to-date, 160FOR SALE: 1967Jeep Wagoneer, 6
and•ittstroctwn
ni65,
!ltalic
furnished apartment, five walking TYPING.SERVICES AVAILABLE
page, mail order catalog. Enclose·
cylinder, standard,. 4 wheel drive, minutes from campus. Ideal for - Expert IBM Selectric, off
mm1ua(al( (Pronfy$s.oo.. cover postage and
to
$1.00
locking hubs, clean in and out, three people - reasonable rent, Gentian Ave. 351-8739after 4:00.
handling.
sFro/'s,
At art matu,1t[Cr'JJtn
excellent mechanical condition.
neighbors and landlord. Call 831- Fast-efficient. (2-2)
... Qr scnJ.
bo"t St"1'cs
co{[cqc
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
Asking $1400. Call Roger early 2433 after 5 p.m. (1-2)
206
11322 IDAHO AVE.,#
we
do
How
Cory.. 132
'-1'tntaficti'
SOCIALISM?
IS
chc~k
WHAT
(2294-2270.
morning or weekends.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
2)
West 2Z St, N.Y., N.Y.100,i
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom apart- get it? Free info: RI. Socialist
(213) 477-8474
Labor Party, c-o Mike Murphy, 13
Aid 50 ant.' frr fiandfir:5
FREE:_ One white puppy. Mostly ment. Furnished, all units in- Rosedale Ave., Barrington, R.I.
papers are sold for
research
Our
Four months old. cluded. $40 per week. Less than one . 02806.Phone: (401) 246-1585.(1-2)
Shepard.
research purposes only.
231-3249
Call
school.
from
mile
shot.
distemper
had
has
Female,
Country home preferred. Call •anytime. (2-2)
WILL THE PERSON WHO
Diane at Ext. 675 or 647-3206.(2-2)
BOUGHT a Stan Kenton album.
is doing well. All the baby larvae and patience, I guess. All little
. (and found a Duke Ellington album
their love to Mother Nature girls grow up someday. When will_
send
inside) at a recent record sale
FOR SALE: 1973Suzuki GT 185Plastic Four eyes. Love, I? Want to go to Bassett's and talk
and
•please contact Tim at 399-7375.I
excellent condition. $550. Call 423about it? Thank you for caring and
Martha. (1-2)
have your Kenton - and would like
2938 (Jamestown) and ask for
being honest. Love, Agent X. (1-2)
.FOUND: Mexican bracelet. Pick my Ellington. (1-2)
Debbie. (2-2)
DEAR FRENCHIE: From the
up at Student Information Center.
Du~~n' I?,o~uts' Duo - Enjoyed TO DAB from the Dynamic Duo:
FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasaki 500. · (2-2)
the httle hike, but next time let's ·Haven't seen your mauve car
18,000 miles, excellent condition. FOUND: Pair of glasses found on
take the bus. It's only thirty-five lately. Was that last jolt too much
wall in front of library. Pick up at
$800.00. Reason for selling:
cents. 0-2)
for it? (2-2)
Leaving for Peace Corps. Call SJl- .. Student Information Center. (2-2)
(2-2)
811.
Ext.
or
9841
MARSHA, I was pleased to hear
MICKLE MOUSE: When you come TO THE GUY who came to our
• that you enjoyed the chapel in the home, let's see the sunrise again. "hell weekend", Thanks for all
20C
skis,
I
Mark
FOR SALE: Olin
pines. But I must commend you on Maybe this time the sun will come your time and "effort"~ (2-2)
cm, Tyrolin bindings. Very gooc
• your style with the rubber gloves. up! There are no cards around to
condition. $65.00.Call 944-0757.(2·
. "That's the way uh-huh! I like it" express my intense desire for your DEAR MARTHA,How is your mad
2)
Elmer (1-2)
love. Loving you always, Irish. (1- love affair with those fruit flies?
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO
We heard they found a new home in
FOR SALE: Sears 14 ft. white frost • WITH YOUR PLANTS WHEN DEAR SKI: How are you? Are you· 2)
your hair. Good luck with your
free refrigerator. 1 yr. old, $150. VACATIONTIME COMES? I am a happy?!!
Lumpy MICHAEL: I hope your mother
Signed:
pups. Love, Shirley and Laverne.
Gas on -gas white stove, good plant lover who will plant sit for Rutherford. (1-2)
and I can become friends
(2-2)
stereo
condition, $150. Panasonic
Call
darlings".
somehow, soon. I will truly try my
your "little
cassette recorder, $50or best offer. • Maureen or Pat at 351-2065.Money TO: The'· blonde lady with the hardest because it means a lot to DEAR GAIL! Hello, I am your
Call 861-6737.(2-2)
motley blue VW in the south me. I don't want to break the close . floor friend and I'm dying to have~
. discussed on phone (1-2)
parking lot. Come on, give me a' relationship between you and your date with you. "Can I come over?
FOR SALE: Bottle terrariums
break. Signed: Heart Proken. (1-2) 1 family but I don't want this to Signed: Chickadee. (2-2)
NEEDED:
WORK
• AUTOMOTIVE
made to order. You decide on Cars and motorcyles, all types of
break ours either. Love, Your TO 2B: Thanks! It was the scream
bottle, plants, colors, etc. No care repairs plus custom molding and DEAR SHIRLEY AND LAVER- Babe. (1-2)
of the season. There are beautiful
NE, What can I say? Mama Fruit
needed. Cheers up dorm rooms and
painting. Very reasonable rates.
Fly had a natural pupa birth today. POOCHIE, I still don't know where things to be found and I found
makes great gifts. Reasonable. Call Frank at 231-5187.(1-2)
Daddy, Pupeye (the _sailor-man), my head is at. I need lots of time them!! !Love, A.M.L. 0-2)
Call Suzanne at 272-9790.(2-2)
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Rape Crisis: Survival Tactics
Are in Awareness
A few familiar phrases that often
arise in a discussion of rape are the
old expressions "you can't thread a
moving needle" and "a woman can.
run faster with her skirt up than a
man with his pants down." Well,
that's fine if you want to joke about
rape, But there's nothing at all
funny about it. To be really serious
about rape is to recognize that it is·
a very frightening subject. Cute
jokes from men's locker rooms
become a very real terror for the
female victim. It's true that a
moving needle cannot be threaded,
but being realistic means trans=
posing that analogy. In doing so,
one finds not a moving needle, but
a living, breathing, feeling woman,
overtaken by the unexpected, and
the unwanted, by a man stronger
than she and usually carrying a
weapon. A woman who is suddenly
torn between allowing a man to
force himself upon her, if possible.
' To face rape is to begin to understand that what is involved is
more than just a physical encounter between two people. It is a
crime during which a woman is
reduced to a negative value - a
mere object. The law states that
• rape is a "carnal knowledge of a
woman without her consent,'' but it
is a degradation almost beyond
understanding.
Looking into a literary of rape in
R.I. will illustrate that attackers
range from boys in puberty to
distinguished businessmen. Victims also cover a wide spectrum from six year old girls to elderly
women. There are no uniform
factors, except that the act is being
committed against the will of the
female. This diversity in cases
causes a problem in dealing with
rape prevention on a large scale,

for it seems to be almot impossible.
Police can't be everywhere, and
there will alwuys be secluded
places and sick men. The only
possible way to deal with rape is to
try to prevent it from happening to
YOU. Unfortunately, many women
cannol'accept their potentiality as
rape victims, after all - it's
something
that happens
to
someone else. Consequently, when
a woman with this attitude is
forced into such a confrontation;
having given it no prior consideration as a reality, she freezes
and becomes unable to try and
save herself.
Any woman who views rape as
something that might happen to
her has a much better chance of
survival. An ideal situation would
be to practice counter-active
moves with a male friend - get
accustomed to having a male grab
you and immediately reacting.
Then if the situation ever arises,·
most likely you will react before
you think long ~nough to be too
afraid. There are many books and
resource persons from which one
could learn such moves. Karate or
a reasonable facsimile would be
somewhat impractical for th~s sort
of thing.
What you really need to know are
just a few basic moves - swift
movements that do not require
brute strength.
The most important thing
though, is to accept rape. Accept it
as a very real thing that you can't
turn away from facing. Remember
that rapes occur everywhere. A
• substantial amount even take
place in the victim's own home.
It is not my objective to cause an
outbreak of paranoia. What I wish
to do is to instill just the right

Notice

amount of fear in people who have
never seriously thought about
rape.
Whatever the precautions and
whatever the particulars of each
attack, one thing is for certain, the
experience will always remain in
the victim's mind, it's something
that is harder to forget than it is to

YOUR
TVGUIDE
RICFORUM

race. One victim whose life was
Channel8
changed by rape stated "to say
that I was terrified does not cover
the situation. Terror, fear, these ,
RIC FORUM finishes up the
feelings have dimensions. With
season (or semester) with a
that gun against me, the ordered
• show that investigates the
world as I knew it fell away ... Rape
effectiveness of the New
•is not a statistic, it is the brutal
Student Health Services. Also
destruction of human beings."
included
is a short
on
-AnneWa~b
recycling and the last installI , ment in our Auto Clinic. Your

commentator
is Craig B.
, Carter. Have a nice vacation
and look for RIC Forum next
semester.

SEX
Information and Referral Service (SIRS)
On Ca!llpus Services available:
R.I.C. Health Center, Browne Hall X321
MALES: V.D. testing. No fee, no appointment necessary.
FEMALES: Gynecologist, Dr. William Reid appointment only, X513.
Thurs. & Fri. 9:30 a.m.-12 noon.
- pregnancy testing
- V. D. testing
- Birth control
S.I.R.S. is open Mon., Tues., Wed. 1-4 p.m.
We are located under Donovan Dining Center. Drop in or call ext. 474or 521-7568.
FACTS

*

REFERRALS

* •DISCUSSION ·*

PEER COUNSELING
Normand Parenteau
Frances Stahlbush
Co-Ordinators

of Election

A special election will be held to elect officers
of the class of 1977. Positions to be filled are:

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
Quallficatlon:
Declaration:

Must be a member of the class of 1977.
File a declaration of candidacy with the Student Parliament from

9:00 a.m. December 10, 1975 till 12:00 noon December 1_9,1975.
Electlonm The election will be held during registration in Whipple

Gym January 19, 1976 to January 22, 1977.
ELECTION COMMISSION
Joanne Bronga, Chairperson
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B.O.G. Presents:-

A Martial Arts Revue
The Ying-Yang Federation will .
exhibit their martial arts skills and
death-defying feats of strength,
endurance, and control in Gaige
Auditorium December 17th.
The show, sponsored by the
Board of Governors, will feature
Ronald Champlain, a rather large
specimen taken to practicing "chi"
or "an Oriental way of self-

hypnosis, or life-giving force for
internal power." He chooses to
demonstrate that control by letting
a Volkswagen ride over him while
he reclines upon a bed of nails.
He also seems to have a penchant for letting Caesar Ledda, the
organization's
leader,
smash
•concrete bricks on his bare chest
over the nail bed, and smash a

baseball bat into the handle of an
axe held carefully in front of
Ronald's upper chest.
Mr. Champlain is known to catch
arrows before they hit him and let
his compatriots break two-by-fours
over his shins.
This program will include feats
of samurai
swordsmanship
(shades of William Tell; these
artists will chop fruit off heads,
chests, etc.), sparring between two
opponents, various T'ai kuon do
and Sikuran techniques, comedy
ski ts, and a performance of a
dance form closely linked with
martial arts movements.
The Federation's two and onehalf hour performance has excited
audiences in Madison Square
Garden, in Boston, when they
preceded Kool and the Gang and
the Civic Center.
The show comes from three
persons who operate the YingYang School of Martial Arts on
Valley Street in Providence.
Caesar Ledda has been practicing
martial arts, specifically sikuran,
a special Phillipine way of foot
fighting for twenty-three years.
Many of the skills and. techniques
he knows have been secret for
inany hundreds of years.
The school and their show are the
results of Caesar's and Ronald's
efforts to merge their talents.
Aided by Bob Johnson and
"Louie", also veterans of martial
arts training, and other members
of the troupe, the performance
may prove to be the most impelling
show presented at R.I.C. in a long
time.
The Ying-Yang Federation will
begin at 8:00 in Gaige Auditorium
December 17th. Tickets, on sale
now on the Student Union-Donovan
bridge, are $2.00with a RIC ID and
$3.00 without. Tickets will be so1d
at the door.

The

Anchor
Horoscope
by Shelley Santos
• Wed., Dec. 10 through Tues., Dec. 16

ARIES: Studying something in-depth Wednesday may be extremely
re',1/arding. Thursday and Friday put a damper on things as you lose selfcontrol. The weekend's outlook through Monday is excellent for fun with
school chums. Tuesday avoid escapism.
TAURUS: Wednesday you feel powerful-act on your impulses. Travel
may be hazardous Thursday or Friday. The weekend including Monday is
a good time to evaluate the future. Friends are upsetting Tuesday, but
don't let them get you down.
GEMINI: Spend Wednesday with someone special. The rest of the
week is exceptionally depressing: avoid contact with enemies. Sunday
and Monday may bring possible good news from a distance - call a •
faraway friend. Tuesday endangers your career plans.
CANCER: Diligence is ffie key word for accomplishment Wednesday. Thursday and Friday favor the bettering of some kind of partnership be it emotional or business-related. The weekend affords you _the
~i:n~ to do whatever work which requires scrutiny. Dreams are crushed
Tuesday.
LEO: Flirt Wednesday and romance ·is yours. Thursday and Friday
may cause trouble with your health, if you are careless. The weekend and
Monday encourage getting together with that very special someone.
Domestic affairs may bore you Tuesday but hang in there.
VIRGO: Relatives are cooperative Wednesday. Romance is a
definite no-no from Thursday through Saturday, so play the modest wallflower. Sunday and Monday are be~. days for you busy Virgos to get a lot
of school work done. Close associates are fatal Tuesday.
LIBRA: Wednesday is favorable for inter-personal communication
or writing. Home problems crop up Thursday and Friday. Romance is
• yours all weekend up to and including Monday: flirtations may blossom
into love. Tuesday guard health to your utmost ability.
SCORPIO: Money is the issue Wednesday-you may be the recipient
. of a financial asset. Thursday or Friday innellectual or academic pursuits may be discouraging. The weekend through Monday looks excellent
for relationships with parents: a good time to smooth things over. Your
love life suffers Tuesday.
SAGITTARIUS: Wednesday
is
filled with
rriany an opportunity for the expression of that dynamic Sagittarian personality. The
rest of the week presents money problems. Communication lines are open
between you and close friends all weekend - talk to anyone and
everyone. Family troubles Tuesday.
CAPRICORN: Seclusion will help you get work done Wednesday. The
rest of the week may be somewhat inspiring for the formulation of new
opinions and idea~, but don't be gullible, or you could be easily persuaded.
The weekend offers some great store bargains - shop now. Con. versations Tuesday are disappointing.
AQUARIUS: Friends have a , ,t to offer you Wednesday. Thursday
and Friday are generally depressini,; but all of you optimistic Aquarians
won't be discouraged. The weekend plus Monday are your days for
making and implementing. plans toward personal goals. Guard
possessions Tuesday.
PISCES: Employment advancements could be yours Wednesday.
Stay away from friends for the rest of the week. Go into hibernation until
Monday and you'll find that much important work can be done with little
effort. Tuesday you will reap what you have sown.

Jazz in the
Ballroom

I
I

I

Asa member I understand you will mail me
each month an information card on next
months tape. If I do not want that selection,
I markthe appropriatebox and mail the card
back. I will only receivethe selectionsthat
interest me and I haveprepaidfor. I understand the card must be mailedback within
lOdays.
CHECKHEREIF YOUUONOTWANTTO
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RIC Chamber
Singers

Celebrate

The Rhode Isla11d College Jazz
:Christmas
Ensemble will ptesent a Jazz
Concert on Wednesday, Dec. 17 at
The Rhode Island College
. 3:00 p.m. in the Student Union Chamber Singers, Dr. Edward
Ballroom. This concert will mark
Markward, conductor, will present
. the ensemble's first performance
a concert of Christmas music on
on campus this semester. The Monday, December 15 at 8:15 p.m.
group
has
performed
at ;n Roberts 138. Admission is free.
Providence College as part of that Two works will be featured on this
• ,chool's concert series and at program - William Byrd's "Mass
Smithfield High School.
for 4 Voices" and Benjamin
This year's ensemble is an ex- Britten's "Ceremony of Carols."
. panded ensemble as it is studying . Soloists will be Janice Del Sesto and performing a wide range of soprano, Paul Boffa - mezzoJazz literature including com- soprano, Joao deMendonca positions by writers for the Woody tenor, and Hal Spencer - tenor.
•Herman and Buddy Rich bands,
Guest harpist for the Britten will .
the University of Miami Jazz be Ruth Saltzman. Instrumen•Ensemble and the North Texas talists for the Byrd "Mass" will
State University Lab Band.
be: Audrey Kaiser - organ, Kevin
The public is invited to the Kane - trombone, Gaston Malloy
concert which will be free.
trombone,
and
Richard
F. Marciniak
Koshgarian - trombone.
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SPORTS
RIC Wrestling Preview
By Frank Mazza
The team made its first move a injuries, but healthy now and
The RIC wrestling season will couple of weeks ago when Steven looking pretty good.
190 lb. class: Richard Duguay.
soon get under way, and this year's • Tobia, George Webster, and
team· faces a purely Herculean Richard Duguay were selected as Senior from mount Pleasanl High.
task: Providing the growing tri-captains. "Those three, along Great 10-1 record last year.
number of RIC fans with an encore with sophomore Richard Reavis, Recently broke toe and thus a
"Rick is a
to the team's stunning 12-0-0blitz of should lead us very well," said doubtful starter.
tremendous kid - and a real team
Carlston.
a year ago.
As things stand now, the leader." Injury could hurt team in
Last season, if you'll recall, was
early going.
the greatest ever in RIC wrestling probable starters for this year's
Unlimited class: Tim Clouse.
history. It was the year RIC beat squad are as follows:
118 lb. class: Steven Tobia. Sophomore from Providence. Exteams they just weren't supposed
to beat. It was the year freshman Senior from North Kingston. Had high school All-stater plus all New
Rich Reavis came out of nowhere excellent 9-2-1 record last year. Englander. 6-2 last year. Unforto rewrite the RIC record books. It Came in fourth in New England tunately, leg now in a cast, and
Glen Perry - good-looking freshwas the year the Anchormen rolled In tercol legia te Wrestling
man from Fall River - will
over, stomped on, and crushed Championships.
126 lb. class: George Webster: probably start season.
opponents like a rude pack of
Senior from Bristol. Leading point
It's a line-up with a lot of class,
Mafia hit meri.
scorer with 67. Had perfect 12-0 and loads of talent. Four secondSo what about the encore?
Tri-captains George Webster, Rich Dugway and Steve Tobia.
record. Nine pins were tops on stringers have been making their·
"Last year was tremendous,"
mused a pleased Rusty Carlsten, team. Like Tobia, came in fourth in presence felt, too - namely Chris
Tribelli ( 134 Jb. class), Richard
Anchorman wrestling coach. "But N.E.I. Championships.
134lb. class: Brian Lamb. Junior Lee (150), Brian O'Hara (158), and
this year, for a couple of reasons,
Paul Rossiter (177). These four
the going should turn out to be a lot from West Warwick. An average
tougher. For one thing, a couple of matman who turned into "a damn stand the biggest chance of upIf any squad were to choose three things, if I win or get a pin in any
good wrestlers are gone from last good wrestler" with hard work. setting one of the probables
players for their leadership ability meet, big or small, the wrestlers
mentioned above.
year's squad; and secondly - and Holds RIC mark with 14 wins on and off the mats this year's who follow get psyched up even more important - this year's
most ever at RIC - which he acThe most imposing of the eight
complished in freshman year. 7-5 new additions on the RIC schedule
wrestling teams . sure chose the more, increasing their confidence. schedule will be a lot tougher."
right ones. Steve Tobia, George Then I am able to help others in Gone from last year's team are last year. In best shape of all is Springfield College, who is easily
- "tremendous
en- the very BEST wrestling team in
Webster and Rick Duguay whose advice and all." His career point Ray Seddon (first in New England starters
combined records of a year ago totals easily shows he has been Frosh), who left school for the durance."
New England. ("'Fhe experience of
142 lb. class: Jeff Condon. wrestling the best should stand us
was 31 wins, 3 losses, and a tie. But doing the job right.
National Guard; Mark Stickles
Rick Duguay, President of the (second in N.E. Frosh), and also Sophomore from Warwick. 8-1-1 in good stead'' - Carlsten.)
this mark alone does not give them
the quality of leadership; what senior class, wrestles at 177 lbs. Fred Silva, last year's captain,
last year. Best in terms of most Fairleigh Dickinson University
does is their winning attitude and Often times when he wrestles the who didn't wrestle much but who moves, knowledge, etc. Has had (from New Jersey) should be
devotion to the team. Steve and winner of meets is decided at the was a helpful influence on problems with injuries and illness. tough, too, as should both Brown
Rick along with George all feel that last two matches and Rick has everyone. Dropped from the RIC Jeff "did a damn good job last year and the U. of Hartford. As Carlsten
being a captain they must help the performed greatly under this
- and we're looking for bigger and put it, "We set up our schedule with
schedule are four pushovers coach as much as possible by extreme pressure, as the team's
the idea of getting the best comLowell State, Bridgewater State, better things this time around."
acting as the middle man between records and his over the last three Tufts University, and Rutgers
150 lb. class: John Bussell. petition possible for the kids."
the coach and players, along with seasons reflect. There have been (Camden) - all of whom the Sophomore from Burrillville. 2-1
Carlsten is anxiously awaiting
helping their teammates perfect moments when the team needed a Anchormen handled, a year ago, last year. Perhaps most ag- the opening match
against
their moves by freely offering heavyweight to wrestle because of with no trouble at all. In addition, gressive wrestler on team - but Emerson Col~ege,set for Tuesday,
advice and knowledge which they an injury and Coach Carlsten RIC has added eight new teams to inexperience sometimes costs him December ninth, here at Walsh at
have accumulated
over their would ask Rick to enter it. Rick this year's schedule, four of which mistakes.
7:30 p.m. "We should be able to
158 lb. class:- Don Mosher. handle them," he said .. RIC hanwould not only wrestle in it but also are reputed powerhouses.
stellar careers.
Sophomore from Bristol. 1-2 last dled Emerson to the tune of 48-6a
To be a team leader one must win and embarass wrestlers who
year - but put on a lot of strength year ago. "This match should
perform on the mat what he are larger and heavier than he.
RIC Elects
since then. Carlsten expects bigger enable us to solidify our starting
When it comes to choosing
preaches. In George Webster,
things.
team, by giving us an idea who'll
wrestling in the 126 lb. class, RIC captains the wrestling team
Fall Sports
167 lb. class: Richard Reavis. be starting in those questionable
has one of the surest point men in already notched its first victory
Sophomore from Bristol. "Mr. classes. It should get some of the
hisotry as his 12-0 record a year when they chose Steve Tobia,
Captains for '76
Big" on team. Stunned all with 12-0 butterflies out, too, especially for
and Rick
ago detects. He is totally devoted to George Webster,
record and win of New Englands. the freshmen - it's always nice to
the team and he is in complete Duguay.
control over many of his opProvidence, R. I. - For the first First RIC player ever to go to have that ·first match under your
III
Nationals
in belt."·
ponents.
time in several years, the Rhode Division
After that the·season blooms into
Steve Tobia is the lightweight
Islar.ct College soccer team will be Cleveland. Up a weight class from
wrestling at 118 lbs. which means
lead by tri-captains. The election of last year. "He's our best. ~ich'll full swing ·with the Triangular
he is in the first match. He feels he
Domenic Petrarca (Providence), come through always when the Match, which will put RIC first
has great responsibility because he
Phil Pincince (Woonsocket) and chips are down. He had a super against the University of Maine
(Presque Isle-), ;:ind then against
is the one which can help set the
Bill Alves (Bristol) was held Nov. freshman year."
It's Free
177lb. class: Rick Bartel. Junior Plymouth State. Both meets, set
tempo of the meet. "I feel that by
25 at RIC's annual fall sports
from Burrillville. 2-2last year. Will for Saturday, December 13, will be
-Drop your request off at awards banquet.
wrestling first, I accomplish two
the ANCHOR office, 3rd· fl.,
The above-mentioned trio, all of be juggled with Duguay. Had some wrestled away.
S.U. Bldg.
whom are juniors, will take over in
Anchormen
Lose
the fall of 1976as the Anchormen
will seek to improve on this year's
Opener
NEEDED: Ride to Miami on 8-4-1record.
Three-man basketball ended its winners of these two games will
Pincince, ~.ho started his college
December 20. Will share expenses
HARTFORD,
Conn.
The
regular
season last week. Play-offs play each other for the Chamcareer
as
a
forward,
was
shifted
to
and driving. Contact Shaul, Weber
University of Hartford's basketball Hall, K-119. (1-2)
fullback this past season by Coach will take place Tuesday at 1:00 in pionship. These four teams would
team turned a close game into a
Ed Bogda while Alves, who also Whipple Gym. The Braves will be like to see a· good turn-out for this
romp early in the second half and
up against
Ledge championship, so come on down
was a forward at one time, was matched
belted Rhode Island College, 112moved to halfback. He has 25 Legends for Division B, and the and watch your favorite team
85, in the season opener for both
Panama Reds will be playing play!
career points to his credit.
Basketball Hosting
Petrarca, even though he has one Nature's Way for Division A. The
clubs.
The Anchormen trailed by only
year remaining, has already
Keene St. and
43-40 at halftime despite the fact
established himself as the greatest
Final Records
player in RIC soccer history. He
that they hit on only 18 of the 49
shots from the floor and four of 10
holds most of the school's scoring
Division A
DivisionB
Bryant College
from the free-throw line. The
records all by himself, including 4A's
3 -7 Taylor's Tigers
4-6
situation got worse when their 7most goals in a game (6), season Sons of Hercules
This week R.I.C. basketball
5-4
Condors
3-7
foot center, Carlo DeTommaso, team will be entertaining Keene (22) and career (48).
6-2
Crows Nature's Way
5-5
At the banquet, he received the Hoops
drew his fourth personal foul just State (Thursday night, December
5-5
Braves
7-3
11 seconds into the second half and
11) who are always strong foes for Captains' trophy which is awarded Panama Reds
8 - 1 Ledge Legends
9-1
was forced to the bench.
the Anchormen. R.I.C. beat them every year by the RIC captains to
Hartford took advantage of this twice in two close games last the player whom they feel has been
by rebounding furiously and season. The game will serve as a most valuable during the season
building a 53-44lead.
good warm up as Coach Baird's just completed.
Bill Thornhill from Pawtucket,
The Hawks outscored RIC 17-8 team must remain in high gear as
over a four minute stretch and the arch-rival Indians from Bryant an All-New England State College
Athletic Conference pick, was
broke the game open.
College invade Walsh Center
The Hawks hit the century mark . Saturday night, December 13. One elected captain of the 1976 RIC
must go back three seasons to find cross-country team. Thornhill and
with 3:55 left.
RIC shot 42 per cent from the the last time R.I.C. has fought off outgoing captains Ray Danforth
Inquireat WalshGymnasium
Room222
(Pawtucket) presented the school
field (32-76)for the game. Hartford the Indians.
The team members will try their awards the team received for
connected on 51 of 82 shots.
the
Pop
Crowell
RIC was led by guard Tim best to win a NCAA Division III winning
Invitational and the Rhode Island
Mercer, with 16 points, including berth but they would appreciate
831-6600
six of seven from the field. the support of the RIC community Small College meet, and for
ext. 393
DeTommaso scored 14 points and as was the case in last season's placing second in the NESCAC
tournament play.
meet.
grabbed 16 rebounds.

Meet The Tri-Captains
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RECREATION NEWS

BASKETBALL
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TICKETS
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When someone drinks too
much and then drives, it's the silence
that kills. Your silence.
It kills your friends, your
relatives, and people you don't even
know. But they're all people you
could save.
If you knew what to say,
maybe you'd be less quiet. Maybe
fewer people would die.
What you should say is, "I'll
drive you home." Or, "Let me call a
cab." Or, "Sleep on my couch
tonight."
Don't hesitate because your
friend may have been drinking only
beer. Beer and wine can be just as
intoxicating as mixed drinks.
And don't think that black
coffee will make him sober. Black

coffee never made anyone sober.
Maybe it would keep him awake
long enough to !}avean accident.
But that's about all.
The best way to prevent a
drunk from becoming a dead drunk
is to stop him from driving.
Speak up. Don't let silence be
the last sound he hears.

r------------------,

1DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y
I BOX 2345
I ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852
1 I don't want to remain silent.
: Tell me what else I can do.

I

1
:

I

I Address________
_ _ _ _

1
I

I
I

I
I M_vnameis________
•
IL ~tv_.

A-1

state_.

____

7.,p_

JI

DRUNK.{f!
DRIVE
LETFRIENDS
FRIENSDON'T
1••
Al1MINISTRAl10N.
U.S. DEPNffMf..1'lr OfTRA,'-SPORTATIC.lN • l'\AllONAL t!JGHWAY IR\YHCS.-\fl-.TY

